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JENŐ SUJÁNSZKY: oVEr CommUNiSm aNd CapitaliSm 
(Commemorative address in paris on the hungarian revolution of 1956)

The former freedom fighter’s speech was delivered
in october 2017 at the commemoration of the 1956 revolution. he, in six points, summarizes the
image of the hungarian revolution, a revolution that was free from political party colors. he was nei-
ther rightist nor leftist. after regaining our national independence, we wanted to achieve a new state
order that would stand over communism and capitalism. the old speaker criticizes the post-1990 hun-
garian and Western-European relations as well.

SZilÁrd biErNaCZKY: oN lÁSZlÓ maGYar’S SpiritUal lEGaCY
(on the completed and unfinished research tasks – on the 200th anniversary of his birth)

it is possible that the career of the great africa explorer and ethnologist born in Szombathely
broke because he was always devoted to his hungarian identity. his incomplete, yet remarkable work
is still unprocessed in many respects. in his paper, the author overviews in detail the researches that
have been carried out so far (in the publication of which the Vasi Szemle has also been involved) and
he also takes into account the many tasks that are still waiting for the researchers.

iStVÁN bariSKa thE SECtariaN CriSiS iN KŐSZEG, 1627–1635

in 1627, Emperor Ferdinand ii ordered the confiscation of protestant churches and the expulsion
of preachers and teachers. the Catholic powers suffered their greatest losses in the thirty Years’ War
just then. this explains why Ferdinand ii chose to negotiate a solution with Kőszeg. this excerpt from
the author’s book presents the precedents of this process, including the controversial details and con-
sequences

lÁSZlÓ ballÓ:
oN thE bEGiNNiNGS oF SZombathElY’S CitY dEVElopmENt iN thE modErN Era

the beauty of a city is attributable partly to the events in urban history as these mean the mile-
stones of the city’s development. in several waves, annihilation was the fate of significant buildings,
rows of houses and streets important for the cityscape. the local patriot author has previously explored
the work of the most significant architect of the city, hefele melchior, and now continues his local
history reviews on a wider scale.
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CSaba tÓth “balatoN haS No WEEKENdS...” 
(the balaton and the Vas County artists)

part 2 (final)

balaton was a popular theme for artists of Vas County throughout the last century, and in some
respects it was their “sea experience” in lieu of the real one, since only the wealthiest artists could af-
ford to visit the mediterranean or the adriatic. therefore, painting lake balaton and its surroundings
were considered a special occasion, so there are countless works on the subject. the study presents
more than two hundred of them.

pÉtEr lŐCSEi: “WhAt’S YOur POSitiON reGArDiNG the muSe?”
(From the documents of Sándor Weöres and istván pálffy)

(Weöres mosaics, 38.)

the author is one of the best authorities on the far-reaching relationships of the great hungarian
poet born in Szombathely, Sándor Weöres (1913-1989). the relationship between the poet and istván
pálffy lasted for decades and this study enriches our knowledge on Sándor Weöres and on that period
with many interesting details.   

miKlÓS iVÁNFi – ViKtor attila SoÓS: 
miNdSZENtY – aNd hiS “altErNatiVES”

the main research field of lászló Virt, a sociologist, is the 20th century and the period’s promi-
nent personalities. most of his work is dealing with the outstanding bishop of transylvania, Áron
márton. by writing his book mindszenty and his alternatives, he had the intention to help the realistic
understanding of the hungarian cardinal-primate (1892–1975) who was fighting the 20th-century dic-
tatorships. the book’s review, being a study in itself, puts the book’s ideas on balance.
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